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ABSTRACT 
Titl e of Thesis: The Conductance of Some Non-Ri gid Bol afonn El ectrolytes 
Wi l l i am Terry Schmidt, Master of Sci ence , 1972 
Thesi s  di rected by : David W. Ebdon, Assi stant Professor of Chemistry 
Bol afonn el ectrolytes are those which contain two or more charges 
separated by an inert framework. These are i ntennediate in structure 
between simple el ectrolytes and polyelectrolytes. Since these are 
s imi lar  to both synthetic and biological el ectrolytes, this investigation 
has been undertaken to detennine some of thei r  properties in solution. 
The sodium and magnes i um sal ts of ethane, propane, butane , 
pentane, hexane and decane a,w-disul fonates were prepared. Each acid 
was prepared by refluxing the a ,w-dibromide of the desi red sal t w i th 
sodium sulfite.  The sodium and magnesium sal ts were prepared by 
i on-exchange techni ques . 
The conductance of each sal t was determined i n  methanol uti l i zing 
the weight di l uti on method. A data treatment method for unsyrrmetrical 
1-2 el ectrolytes was tested. The Murphy-Cohen equation: 
Q A = A � SIC" + E ' ClnC ·+ J ' C  
was found to be inva l id  i n  the concentration range studied,  1 .0 - 5 .0 x 
l 0-4moles/l i ter . The Onsager l imi ting l aw when appl i ed to the sodium 
sal t  data gave A0 values from approximately 1 08 (ohm-1cm2equiv-l)  for the 
ethane salt to 1 00 ( ohm-1cm2equiv- 1 ) for the decane. Phoreograms 
showed these sal ts to be unassoci ated in  methanol . The magnesium sal ts 
deviated substantia l ly below the l imi ting l aw plot and consequently were 
consi dered h�ghly associated . 
Th� A0 val ues for the magnesi um salts were calculated from 
Kohlrausch ' s  ·1aw" A� =. ".�g + >.�nion· By fixi.ng this val ue, association 
constants were found to be in a range of 1 08 ,950 for the ethane sal t 
to 25, 260 for the decane sal t .  These values show a monotonic  decrease 
as the chain l ength of the sal t i ncreases . Thi s i s  explained by charge 
separation considerations . As the chain length increases the charge 
density on the molecule decreases , i l l ustrating a decrease i n  ion-ion 
interactions .  
The frictional coeffi cients of  the sodium salts were determined 
from>.- data. These showed values of . 0496 X 1 0-7 g/sec for the ethane 
salt  to . 0563 X 1 0-7 g/sec for decane salts . The Peter l i n  rod and bead 
model for the determination of frictional forces was successful ly 
appl ied to the data . 
The Perrin � ig id  e l l ipsoid model did  not show any agreement 
when experimental and theoretical frictional coefficient values were 
compared . 
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GLOSSARY' OF SYMBOLS . . 
a hydrodynamic  radius of the i th ion 
b interbead separation 
C concentration i n  moles per l i ter i n  the conductance cel l  
D dl:!lectric  constant 
e el ectronic  charge, 4.8 X 1 0-10 esu 
·Ai equivalent conductance of the .i th ion 
�i equival ent ionic conductance at i nfi n ite d i l ution 
Z ionic charge 
z degree of polymerization , number of beads 
n0 solvent viscosity ,  i n  poise 
a' semi-mi nor axis of e l l ipsoid 
b '  semi -major axis of el l i psoid 
A equivalent conductance , ohm-lcm2equiv-1 
Ao equivalent conductance at  i nfin i te d i l ution 
r concentration of stock solution moles solute/gm stock 
N equival ent concentration equiv/l 
L specific  conductance ohm-1 
L measured speci fic  conductance m 
ls specific  condu�tance of sol ute 
R� resistance extrapolated to infinite frequency 
V vo 1 ume, 1 fters 
S conductance equation constant dependent on D ,  n, T and A0 
v i i  
E' conductance equation constant dependent on D ,  n, T and A0_ 
J' conductance equation constant dependent on a . ,  D ,  n, T an� A0 
J 
A' function for conductance data treatment 
a degree of di ssoc iation 
KA association constant 
v number of ions produced by a species 
k Bol tzmann constant 
· T absolute temperature , °K 
c frictional coefficient of anion 
�0 frictional coefficient on single bead 
w. ionic mob i l i ty of the j_ th ion 
l 
e val ence angl e between beads 
v i i i  
INTRODUCTION 
In devel oping the theories and -equations concerning conducti vi ty, 
one must first describe the behavior of ions in solution. The ion i s  
approximated a.s.a hard sphere surrounded by a homogeneous medium of sol vent 
molecules having continous dielectric constant. Thi s  i s  no l onger a 
val id  assumption when the average di stance between the ions i s  smal l .  
The reason for this breakdown is that the dielectric constant in th i s  
region is  no l onger described by the macroscopic dielectri c constant of 
the solvent. Therefore, ionic size ,  structure, charge, even d ipole 
moments wi l l  affect the extent of i nteraction. 
The ion-ion interactions are cl early concentration dependent and 
may be thought of, in  part, as frictional effects on the ions as they 
travel through the sol utions . These effects are responsible for any 
deviations from theoretfcal behavior i n  solution. 
Ion-solvent i nteractions are also an important consideration. 
Ion-ion and ion-solvent interactions are competitive and dependent upon 
one another. 
Studies have shown that the a lkal i metal and al kal ine earth sal ts 
of · p�benzenedisul fonic acids are unassociated in water1• The l arge 
negative charge of the disul fonate group and its interaction with nearby 
water molecules give graphic resul ts of i on-solvent interactions 
overriding ion-ion i nteractions. This reduces the tendency toward 
association. 
Additional studies on a series of aryl polysul fonates of 
regul arly i ncreasing size have shown some association to occur as the 
1 
d iel ectric constant of the solvent decreases2 .  This  i s  due to the 
decrease i n  ion-solvent interactions and formation of ion pairs .  
3 The Onsager l imiting l aw ,  A = A0 - SIC· , embodies corrections 
for both ion-ion and ion-solvent effects in the constant S .  The Fuoss-
Onsager equation improves the l imiti ng l aw by the addition of two 
tenns EClogC and JC  � This  improvement i s  based upon the assumption 
that the el ectrolyte is completely di ssoci ated i n  solution. 
For el ectrolytes which are associated and unsymmetrical the 
Fuoss-Edelson technique> has been used with some success6 . Th is  
technique empl oys only the  Onsager l imi t ing l aw and i s  thus l imited 
to very d i l ute solutions. 
2 
An equation by Murphy and Cohen7 has been derived which improves 
the E and J terms of the Fuess-Onsager equation . Th i s  equation i s  
purported to be appl icab le  to both symmetrical and unsymmetrical 
el ectrolytes. 
Theories of conductivity shoul d  be capable  of: [a] predi cting A0 
from the dimensions , charges and other properties of the ions and the 
solvent mol ecu les ,  [b] predicti ng the val ue of the constant S i n  the 
l im it ing l aw ,  and [c] accounting quantitatively for deviations from the 
l imiti ng l aw at h igher concentrati ons8• Capabi l i ties [b] and [c] are 
wel l accounted for i n  the preceding discussion; however , methods of 
prediction of values for A0 are not wel l known . 
An attempt to correlate model s of bol aform el ectrolytes to 
obtai n  transport properties has been made by Rice9tl:o .  Bol aform 
el ectrolytes are molecules conta i ni ng two or more charges separated 
by an i nert framework. An abbreviated theoretical treatment 
fol l ows .  
where 
The i on ic  mob i l i ty i s  
300 ).· wi = 96 ,4941Zi le [ i onic mobi l i ty of the i th i on ] , 
Ai = equivalent conductance of the i th i o n ,  
l�l = absolute charge on  the i th i on ,  and 
e = electroni c  charge [ i n  esu ] .  
I From Stokes l aw 
1 = r; = 6IInoai , w; 
r; = frictional coeffici ent,  
n� = solvent viscos i ty ,  and 
ai = hydrodynamic radius of the i th ion .  
There have been two predominate model s proposed for the deter­
mination of the frictional forces exerted upon a molecule as i t  travels 
through the solvent .  They are the rod and bead model and the rig id  
el l i psoid model . 
For the rod and bead model , two assumptions must be made: 
3 
[a] the hydrodynamic s i tuation can best be described by the usual 
equations of vi scous fl u id  motion with all effects due to the mol ecular  
nature of  the flow process absorbed i nto a frictional coefficient for the 
chain subun it ,  [b] the molecule may be adequately approximated by a model 
i n  which a series of beads are connected by massless rods . There i s  a 
bead at the junction of every two rods ,  and the rods make a fixed angle 
n - e wi th one another. Based on this model Peterl i nll, 1 2,13has derived 
the fol l owing expression for the frictional coefficient.  
r; = n;
o 
1 + ��z - p z 'p rp 
4 
z; .= frictional coeffi cient for the entire molecul e ,  
z; = frictional coefficient for a singl e bead, 
0 
z = degree of polymeri zation [number of beads] , and 
a = hydrodynamic radius  of single bead from Stokes equation , 
0 
z; = 6na n . 
0 0 0 
Values for the ratio �/z; �[ i n  the fonn of-�/n:] have been 
0 0 
cal culated by Peterl i n  from z = 1 to 100 ,  for various values of the 
"valence angle" ,  n - e ,  and for several ratios of the bead diameter to 
the i nterbead separation [a/b] . 
If the molecule i s  rod- l i ke the equation by Riseman and Ki rkwood14 
defines the frictional coefficient as: 
z; = 6nnobot 
l nz - [ l -:6nnobo ] 
, 
2z;o 
where b i s  the i nterbead separation .  
0 
The rigi d - ellipsoid model of Perri n15leads to the expression 
6nno (b ' 2  - a'2)1/2 '6IInob ' 
ln[b1/a1) + l(b1/a')2-1] b1>;�l n[2b1/a1] 
b '  = semimajor axi s  of el l i psoi d ,  
a '  = semiminor axi s  of el l i psoi d ,  and 
n = solvent vi scosity. 
0 
Appl ication of experimental ly detenni ned parameters , such as 
equival ent conductance and s i ze measurements of model s to . the- above 
equations , a l l ows one to predict conductances of homologous series of 
el ectrolytes. 
Atki nson appl i ed the rigid el l i psoid model to the rigid 
bolafonn ions of para-benzenedisul fonate , p-BDS- , and b i phenyl di-
-
sul fonate , BPDS , u s i ng benzenesul fonate,  B�-, to fix the necessary 
parameters , and found the model to be i n  reasonable  agreement16 with the 
experiment. Staples also  found this  to be true for the terphenyldi­
sulfonate, TPos= , i onl7 . 
Rice, Thompson , and Nagasawa18 have verified these resul ts 
through d iffusion coeffici ent measurements . 
Rice has treated the data of Fuoss 1 9,20 us i ng the Peterl i n  rod 
and bead model for a system of non-rigid polymethyl ene diquaternary 
ammonium sal ts .  Th i s  gi ves quite good agreement with the theory as 
compared to the rigid el l i psoid model as might be expected. 
The non-rigi d system has the capabi l i ty of coi l i ng back upon 
itself whereas the rigi d phenyl rings are fixed in configuration .  
Fuoss postulates thi s  coi l ing of  the non-rigid system as  an 
explanation for anomal ies i n  the second dissociation constant of these 
1-2 el ectrolytes. 11 • • •  the chai n  is .probably curled up under the 
attractive field of the anion , because an extended configuration wou l d  
lead to  an  i ncrease of k2 with i ncreasing cha i n  l ength, corresponding 
to dimini shed attraction from the unpai red charge on the cation .··· 
k2 w i l l  i ncrease w i th i ncreasing cha i n  l ength , but l ess rapidly than 
wou l d  be predicted on the bas i s  of the extended configuration . 1119 
5 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The primary objecti v� of thi s investigation i s  to test the 
Peterl in Rod and Bead Model for the determination of hydrodynamic 
parameters. Thi s  will be done for a series of non-rigid  bol aform 
el ectrolytes of sodium polymethylene a;w-di�ul fonates . The conductance 
of the pentane sal t w i l l  be used to estab l i s h  the necessary parameters . 
From these the fri ctional coeffici ents w i l l  be calcul ated and compared 
to the experimental val ues . 
An important factor which may determine the results i s  the 
applicab i l i ty of the Murphy-Cohen equation to el ectrolytes of the 
unsymmetrical 1-2 type. This equation w i l l  be tested to determine i ts 
val id ity . through the concentration ranges studied .  
The A0-of sodium sal ts of ethane, propane, butane,  pentane, 
hexane and decane di sul foni c  acids w i l l  be determined in methanol . 
The Ao-of the magnesium salts of the above compounds w i l l  a l so 
be investigated uti l iz ing the Murphy-Cohen equation for symmetrical 
2-2 el ectrolytes . 
Associ ation of both sal ts w i l l  be studied and KA val ues 
determined i f  association i s  present. Thi s  again depends upon the 
val id ity of the Murphy-Cohen equation. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Polymethylene disulfonic acids .  The fol l owing commercial ly 
prepared a ,w-di bromo-alkanes were obtained from Eastman Organic  Chemica l s ,  
Rochester, New York . 
i tem no . 
1-2 di bromoethane l 30 
1 -3 - dibromopropane 261 
1 -4 dibromobutane 4283 
1 -5 di bromopentane 1437 -
1-6 di bromohexane 4882 
1-10 di bromodecane 4877 
Twenty-five (25] grams of the dibromide was al l owed to reflux 
wi th two-hundred (200] ml . of a saturated sodium sulfite [Na2so�] 
solution unt i l  the organic layer di sappeared.  Thi s  s i gn ifies completion 
of the reaction arid may require up to seven days . The sol uti ori was 
then cooled to 5°C and any product removed .  
The l , lO�disul fodecane sol idified upon reaching room 
temperature . This was taken up i n  a m�imill amount of water for further 
workup .  
The sul fate and sulfite present i n  the solution were removed by 
preci p itation as barium sal ts wi th a saturated sol ution of barium 
hydroxide .  I t  was necessary to centri fuge sma l l  portions of solution 
after each addition of hydroxide i n  order to determine when the 
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equi valence point was reached. An excess of base shou l d  be avoided. The 
barium sal ts were removed by fi l tration through fi l ter-aid [Cel i te] .  
Free bromide in the solution w�s preci p itated w i th s i l ver oxide 
as s i l ver bromide . The oxide was freshly prepared by precipitation from 
s ilver ni trate sol ution w i th sodium hydroxi de ,  and the precipi tate 
washed free of excess base . 
At this point the solution was passed through an i on exchange 
column containing Dowex 50W-X8 cation exchange resin .  The acidic 
solution was col lected and reduced in a rotary .evaporator. 
The free acid may be obtained in the crystal l ine form by 
cool ing to 5°C. 
Other methods of preparation may be found in the l i terature . 21 i22,23 
Sodium a ,w-polymethyl ene disul fonates .  The acids from the 
preceding steps were used in these preparations. 
The sodium sal t was fonned by the addi tion of sodium carbonate 
[Na2co3J or sodium hydroxide solution to the acid.  The acid was 
neutra l i zed to a pH of approximately s ix  [6] . Thi s  was monitor�d by 
hydrion paper,  not a pH meter, to reduce amounts of extraneous i ons 
admitted. 
The sodium sal t was obtained after reduction of vol ume and 
cooling to 0°C .  Al l salts were recrystal l i zed from conductivi ty water 
two times . 
Magnesium a ,w-polymethylene d isu lfonates .  The ac id  forms were 
prepared from the sodium sal ts by passing them through the cation 
exchange col umns .  
Powdered magnesium carbonate [MgC03] was added to the acid 
solution to a pH of approximately 6 .  Some excess carbonate was 
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preci pi tated as the vol ume was reduced by heating . Th is  appeared before 
the magnesium sal ts began to precipi tate and was removed. The sal ts 
were recrystal l i zed once from conductivity water. 
Both the sodium and magnesium sal ts are exceedi ngly soluble i n  
water; several grams may be contained i n  just a few mi l l i liters . 
The sal ts were dried overnight at l 00-l l 0°C , ground i n  a mortar 
and pestl e ,  and dried several hours before each run .  They were stored 
i n  brown glass bottles i n  a desicator over Cac1 2 duri ng the time they 
were i n  use. 
Analysis .  Neutral ization equivalent analyses were done on  each 
sodium sal t .  The salt was converted to the acid by the exchange column 
and ti trated using a standardized NaOH base . Potassium acid phthalate 
[KHP] and potassium chloride were used for the standard i zation.  The 
KCl was converted to the acid and titrated. 
Tab le  I .  Analyses of the Sodium Sal ts 
Salt meq. cation % cation found 
Na2(S03) 2(CH2) 2 
Na2(so3 ) 2(cH2) 3 
Na2(S03) 2(CH2)4 
Na2(so3) 2(cH2) 5 
Na2(so3) 2(cH2) 6 
Na2(S03) 2(CH2) 1 0  
calcd. KHP KCl 
2 . 1 04 99.9 
2 . 1 24 99 . 6  99 . 2  
2 . 1 02 99 . 6  99 . 2  
2 . 054 100 .4  101 . 3  
1 .834 1 00 . 0  98 .8  
2 . 1 08 100 . 2  
Meta-tol uidine derivativef1of the sodium sal ts were prepared to 
detenni ne i someri c puri ty of the compounds.  The mel t i ng points of the 
derivatives are presented i n  Table I I .  
Table I I .  Derivatives of the Acids . 
Sal t  
(S03H) (CH ) 2 2 2 
(S03H) 2(CH2) 3 
(S03H)2(CH2J4 
(S03H)2(CH2) 5 
(S03H} 2(CH2)6 
(S03H)2(CH2) 10  
m-Tol uidin€1 
sal ts ·mp°C. 
230 
222 
2 14  
1 87 
1 58 
178 
M . P .°C(Found) 
220 
213 
1 90 
1 80 
1 0  
The magnes ium salts were ti trated w i th Karl Fischer Reagent and 
no water was found to be present. 
Purification of Sol vents 
Water. The conductivity water whi ch was used for the 
recrystal l i zation of the sodium salts was prepared by passing deioni zed 
water through two pol ishing exchange col umns and monitoring qual i ty with 
a bu i l t  i n  conductivity cel l .  This water was found to conta in  sma l l  
amounts of  impurity, apparently i ron hydroxide , so  was not used for any 
conductivi ty runs. 
The rema inder of the water was col l ected from an a l l  g lass 
Corn ing AG- l b  water distil lation apparatus . 
Due to the addition of new wings and a i r  condi tioning faci l i ties 
to the science bui l ding ,  the envi ronment i n  the physical chemistry 
laboratory did not a l l ow one to obta in  reproducible or even l i near cel l 
constants i n  water. For this reason , i t  was decided to do this work i n  
methanol , and do the sal ts i n  water after completion of the bui l ding .  
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Methanol . Al l of the methanol used was purified according to a 
method used by Fuoss24• Approximately 2 . 5  l i ters of 99 .9% pure 
methanol was a l lowed to reflux overnig�t ,  over a charge of 25 grams of 
al uminum powder w i th 5 grams mercuric chlori de.  The methanol was then 
d i st i l l ed i nto a two l i ter receiving-di spensing flask .  The fraction 
from 64. 5°C to 64.9°C was col l ected. 
Methanol of puri ty .09- . 25 micromhos was used for the sodium 
salts and sol vent of .01 - . 05 micromhos obtained for the magnesium sal ts .  
Conductance Measurements 
Equipment. The resi stance measurements were made w i th a 
Beckman RC- 18A Conductiv ity Bridge. One refinement was added to the 
bridge. The tenths decade was repl aced by a vari ab le ,  1 -ohm, 50 watt ,  
Model J ,  Series A ,  Ohmi te resistor. Thi s was then cal ibrated and 
marked against a General Radio ,  Type 1 433-F ,  decade res istor. A 
Heathk i t  Model IN 21 decade condenser was used as an external source 
of capacitance when needed. 
A Sargent Thermoni tor Model ST thermostat control l ed the 
temperature of a nonconducting o i l  bath in a 1 5  gal l on aquarium. Cool i ng 
is achi eved by a few turns of copper tubing through which water at 20°C 
i s  pumped by a Forma Scientific Model 2095 Refrigerated and Heated 
Bath and Circulator. This achi eves temperature control at 25 .000±0 .002°C. 
Two Sargent magnetic sti rrers were modified and immersed in the 
bath , providing constant sti rring of the cel l s .  
Cel l s .  Two Beckman Model CEL-3L-025 conductivi ty cel l s  were used 
for a l l  measurements . These were Erl enmeyer fl asks with el ectrodes 
contained i n  a sidearm. 
Cel l constants in water were not entirely reproduci b le .  It  i s  
expected, however, that the true cel l constant was detennined on two 
successive "good" days . These were detenni ned uti l i zing Anachemia  
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Ltd. , Montreal , primary standard KCl according to the equation of  
Fuoss3 �A = 1 49 . 93 - 94 . 56C% + 58. 75ClogC + 198 .4C where C is  the molar  
concentration of  KCl . 
Cel l  constants were a l so determined in methanol w i th KCl 
according to data of Butl er, Schiff and Gordon26: 
� A + 2crC 2 0 
1 - oC� = A + BC + EClogC 
where C i s  again molar concentration .  
The measured cel l constants were: 
Cel l 
1 
2 
Water 
0 . 29283±0.00002 
0 . 29298±0 .00002 
Methanol 
0 . 29323±0. 00006 
0 . 29333±0 .00003 
Preparation of Sol uti ons .  The stock solutions were prepared by 
weighing sal t on an Ainsworth TCX semimicro bal ance and adding to a 
known weight of solvent. Al l weights were corrected to vacuo. 
The sol vent was a l l owed to equi l i brate and the resi stance was 
measured. Seven to eight additions of stock sol ution were made·.to a 
known "'"anount of solvent in the cel l ,  a l l owing equi l ibrati on after each 
addition. Resi stance measurements were made at 1 000 cycl es/sec. and 
3000 cycl es/sec . 
The infin ite resi stance [Roo] was cal cul ated by extrapolating a 
p lot  of res i stance versus l /f* to infinit� frequency. 
*The "usual " extrapolation versus l //f showed a wider variation 
of cell constant with concentration. 
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The weight d i lution method uti l i zed was used s ince more 
reproducible results are possible .  The solvent correction i s  for that 
specific run and day, not just an aver�ge of all  solvent used. Thi s 
i s  most important in the most di lute regions where the sol vent contributes 
up to 10% of the measured resistance. 
The dens ity of the stock solutions was taken as that of the 
sol vent since the solutions are in such a dilute region .  
RESULTS 
Treatment of Raw Data 
The resistance meaurements taken at 1 000 and 3000 cycles per 
second were converted , by extrapol ation versus l /f ,  i nto infi nite 
frequency resistances [R00 ] .  The non-corrected wei ghts of the sal t ,  
stock sol ution , i n itial  solvent, and additions of stock solution along 
w i th R00 data were treated by a FORTRAN IV program wri tten for an IBM 
360 model 50 computer. 
The data were treated as follows to obtain concentration and 
equivalent conductance data sets for each sal t .  
v sol ution = Mass of sol ution [g] Solvent densi ty [g/l] 
Then 
At such d i l ute concentrations , thi s is a reasonabl e  assumption. 
C sol ution [mol es/l ] = 
t'stock (mol es/gram] x Gstock (gram] 
V sol ution [ l i ter] 
Knowi ng� the cel l  constant from measurements of KCl , one may 
calcul ate the specific conductance , L . L = k/Roo 
The specific conductance of the solute may be g ivmby: 
Lsolute = Lsol ution - L solvent 
Uti l iz ing the speci fic conductance of the sol ute, Ls , and the 
nonnal i ty of the sol ution, N ,  one may calcul ate the equivalent 
conductance, A. 
A [ohm-lcm2equiv-1 ]  = 1000 Ls/N 
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Appl ication of' Data to Theory 
The Onsager l imi ting l aw may be appl i ed to the data to 
detennine whether the sal t i n  the solution i s  ion-paired or unassociated. 
It i s  general ly  considered that i f  the experimental curve approaches the 
l imiting l aw from above, the sal t i s  assumed unassoci ated. On the other 
hand, i f  the experimental curve fal l s  below the l imiting law,  the sal t 
may be considered associated. 
Sodium polymethyl ene n ,w-di sulfonates. Al though the repro­
ducibil ity of the cel l contants in water was not acceptab l e ,  one run 
using the sodium ethane di sul fonate sal t was made. These data are 
tabulated in Table I II .  The phoreogram, a A versus IC plot, Figure i, 
fol l owed the l imiting l aw very closely indicating no association. The 
h igher concentration points do trend upward from the l ine indicating 
the breakdown of the l imi ting l aw as was expected. This  plot a l lows one 
to compare the behavior of the salts in methanol , in which the remaining 
work was completed. 
The sodium salts are unsymmetrical 1 ,2-el ectrolytes . The 
Fuoss-Onsager and related treatments cannot be used for these salts 
s ince they are l imited to symmetrical el ectrolytes . 
The Murphy-Cohen treatment has been fonnul ated for use w ith 
unsymmetrical el ectrolytes of thi s nature. The equat·ion i s  
A = A0 - SIC+ E'ClnC + J ' C  
where A� fs the equival ent conductance at infin i te d i l utions .  Constants 
S , E  and J are the theortical terms defined in  Appendix 1 .  A A' versus C 
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Table 1 1 1 . Sodium Ethane 1 ,2�8isu lfonate i n  Water Concentration , 
Equ ival ent Conductance Data 
CX1 04 h 
0.7472 1 1 5 .959 
1 .3051 1 1 5 .  1 37 
1 .931 3 1 1 4 . 531 
2 . 5497 1 14 . 029 
4 .7584 1 1 2 .  771 
9 . 0870 1 1 1 . 4 17  
1 6.8493 1 1 0 . 1 27 
Ao= 1 17 . 695 
1 6  
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Figure 1 .  Sodium Ethane 1 ,2-Disu lfonate in Water. 
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plot eval utes A0 and J where 
A' = A + SIC - E '  Cl nC = A + J '  C . 0 
The intercept of the plot i�  A0 w ith the sl ope J .  The new Ao 
gives a better A' and hence a better A0 and J .  This i terative 
technique repeats until A0 and J converge. The deta i l s  of the computer 
-
program may be found i n  Appendix 2 .  
The concentration and equiv�lent conductance data for the sodium 
sal ts may be seen i n  Table  IV .  The phoreograms , Figures 2-7, of the 
sodium salts are seen to l ie below the l imi ting l aw .  The l imiting l aw 
�s indicated by the dashed l ine wh i le  the c ircles indicate the points 
as determined by the Murphy-Cohen equation. 
This deviation may be expl a i ned as some probabl e  association or 
possible fai l ure of the l imi ting l aw .  Thi s may be expected i n  solvents 
of l ow d ie lectric constant .  
In  each sal t ,  the lowest two o r  three points l ie on or near the 
l imi ting l aw w i thi n experimental error. The Ao values are taken to be 
correct s ince a l i ne to the A0 value may be drawn through the afore-
mentioned points .  
A plot of A' versus C as determined by the Murphy-Cohen equation,  
Figure 8 ,  should be a straight l i ne from which  Ao and J may be determined . 
It i s  readi ly  apparent upon examination that this i s  not the case. The 
final two or three points tend to curve up from the projected l ine . Thi s  
deviation at h i g h  concentration possibly i ndicates a breakdown of  the 
theory i n  thi s  range. 
As noted previously,  however, the l owest concentrations do seem 
to give the correct A0 value as does the phoreogram . 
Table IV. Sodium Polymethyl ene a ,w-Di sul fonates in Methanol 
Concentration,  Equi valent Conductance Data 
Na2 (S03} 2 ( CH2} 2 
C:Xl 04 
0 . 3289 
0 .3289 
1 . 1475 
1 . 7882 
2 . 1 940 
2 .7563 
3. 1874 
A 
1 03.018 
10 1 .01 0 
98.641 
95 .840 
94 . 322 
··9Z . 51 6  
·91.263 
Na2(s03) 2(CH2)3 
t�l04 
0 . 3586 
0 . 5920 
1 .0504 
1 .  5985 
2 . 1 310  
2 . 6673 
2 . 9089 
1 9  
A 
99 .497 . 
98 .075 
95 . 503 
92.997 
90.983 
89 . 238 
88 . 523 
3 . 51 76 90.374 A0 = 104.155 
A0 = 1 07 . 465 
Na2(S03) 2(CH2) 4 Na2(s03) 2(cH2) 5 
CX104 A c-x104 A 
OA381 97 .481 0 .441 6 96.360 
0 .8320 95 . 530 0 .8177 94.945 
1 . 6247 92.264 1 . 5944 91 . 957 
2 . 0764 90.765 2 . 0807 90.441 
2 . 4521 89.603 2 . 4270 89 . 462 
2 . 7585 88. 743 . 2 . 7366 88.656 
3. 1 627 87 . 702 3 . 0826 87 . 823 
Ao = 1 02.478 A0 = 1 01 .  391 
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Tab le  !V . [Continued] 
Na2 (so3)2(CH2 }6 
CXC04 A cx104 A 
0 . 4676 92.045 0 . 3361 95 .018  
0 .9257 90 . 484 0 .6502 93 . 1 1 4  
1. 5170 88.489 1 .0832 91 . 183 
2 . 0971 86.805 1 . 6972 88.953 
2 . 5651 85 . 594 2 . 3222 87 . 089 
3 . 041 7 84. 502 2 . 8576 85 .233 
3 . 6947 83. 181  3 . 441 3 84.430 
A0= 98 . 350 4 . 3985 82 .574 
A0 = 100. 200 
Na2(S03) 2(CH2 ) 1 0  
cx104 A ex104 A 
0 . 5043 93.275 0 . 4238 93 . 700 
0 . 9493 91 . 491 0 . 74 13  91 .876 
1 .41 53 89 .618 1 .0461 90. 479 
2 . 0099 87 . 535 1 .  5575 88. 572 
2 . 4031 86. 304 2 . 0323 87 .070 
2 .8290 85 .076 2 . 4429 85 . 927 
3 . 3452 83. 756 3 .0514 84.408 
4 . 6630 81 . 1 34 
A0 = 99.680 A0 = 1 00 . 500 
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Figure 2 .  Typical Phoreogram [Sodium Ethane 1 ,2-0isulfonate i n  Methanol] 
· No association i ndicated. 
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. Figure 3 .  Sodium Propane 1 ,3-Disul fonate in Methanol . 
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Figure 4 .  Sodium Butane 1 ,4-Disulfonate in Methanol . 
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Figure 5 .  Sodium Pentane 1 , 5-Disul fonate i n  Methanol . 
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Figure 6 .  Sodiu� Hexane 1 ,6-Di sul fonate i n  Methanol . 
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Fi gure 7 .  Sodium Decane 1 , 10-Di sul fonate i n  Methanol . 
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Figure 8.  A' versus C [Sample plot for determination of  A0 and J by Murphy-Cohen Equation! sodium ethane sal t] 
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Of particular interest, i s  the near equal i ty of the A0 values for 
the sodium salts of the hexane and decane di sul fonates . A plot of A0 
versus z was made, Figure 9. A non-l inear plot i s  obtained where a 
definite l evel ing of the curve i s  observed from z = 6 to z = 1 0 .  
The addition of a methylene group to the molecule of sodium 
ethane di sul fonate tends to change the characteri stic of the molecule: 
to· a greater degree than would a simil ar addition to the l arger sodium 
hexane disul fonate molecule • . This consideration woul d rationa l i ze the 
decline in the sl ope of the l ine as.the degree of polymerization 
increases. 
Magnesium polymethyl ene a,w di sul fonates . The symmetrical , 
2-2,  e 1 ectrolytes showed a high degree of assoc·; ati on as indicated by 
Figure 1 0 .  The data for the salts may be  seen in Table V .  
An attempt was made to use the Murphy-Cohen equation to  determine 
the A0 and KA of these sal ts .  I t  was found , however, that the association 
was so great that no meaningful values coul d be obtained. 
Kohl rausch ' s  l aw ,  Ao = A+ + A-, was uti l ized to obtain A0 values . 
The value of A+ = 49 . was obtained from the l i terature27 and the values Mg . 
cal culated for the anion from the sodium sal t determinations were used , 
Tabl e VI I .  
Since the A0 versus IC phoreograms showed association and were 
thought to be similar to that of acetic acid ,  the fol l owing data 
treatment was used to obtain apparent association consta'nts �A: 
a = ! A a = degree of d issociation 
K '  _ ( 1  - a) A - a2C 
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Figure 9�- A0 vs . z [A0 values for sodium salt data in methanol ] .  
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Figure 10. Typical Phoreogram [Magnesium Ethane 1 ,2-Disulfonate in Methanol ]  
Association indicated . 
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Table V .  Magnesium Polymethylene a ,w-Di sul fonates in Methanol 
Concentration , Equivalent Conductance Data 
Mg(S03 }2(CH2 )2 Mg(S03 )2 (cH2 ) 3 
CX104 A CX104 A 
0 .3710 45.966 0 .5398 42 . 529 
0 . 6362 38 . 231 0 . 9865 35 .489 
0 .8729 34 . 1 04 1 . 5829 30 . 775 
1 .3 11 1  29 .312 2 .  1031 28 . 272 
1 .7295 26 . 376 2 . 6247 26 . 497 
2 .2441 23 .855 3 . 0263 25 .437 
2 . 7178 22 . 1 41 3 . 4125 24.587 
2 . 9558 21 . 402 3 .8373 23 . 788 
Mg(S03 )2(CH2)4 Mg(S03 ) 2(CH2) 5 
CX104 A CX1 04 A 
0 . 5285 49.073 0 . 52 14  . 56 .878 
0 .9580 42 .068 1 .0624 46 .479 
1 . 5890 36. 792 1 .  5049 41 . 6 1 5  
2 .0596 34. 343 1 .  9651 38 . 1 72 
2 . 6285 32 . 21 3  2 . 551 4 35. 072 
3 . 0750 30.880 3 . 0216  33 .  170 
3 . 5086 29.910 3 . 3288 32 . 131  
3 . 8585 29.  197 3 . 7182 30 .975 
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Table  V .  [Continued] 
Mg(S03 )2 (cH2 )6 
Mg{s·o�) {CH ) . 3 2 2 1 0  
CX104 A CX104 A 
0 . 3364 65 . 767 0 . 3908 66 . 829 
0 . 7014 54.080 0 . 71 68 58 . 2 16  
1.0126 48. 511 0 . 9998 53. 424 
1 .  5570 44 .408 1.5783 47 . 053 
2.2354 37.686 2 . 2952 42 . 1 21 
2 . 0630 35.823 2 .6929 40 . 1 20 
3 .i266 33 . 688 3.2438 37 . 869 
4 . 5795 29 . 609 4 . 761 3 33. 569 
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A plot of l.og KA versus IC" extrapolated to i nfinite dil ution yields 
the K
A 
from the antilog of the intercept. Values of KA for each salt have 
been detennined and are tabulated in Table VI . Representative plots of 
log KA versus /Chave been prepared for the ethane and decane salts ,  
Figures 1 1  and 12. 
The deviation from l i nearity of the h igher concentration points 
is due to activity coefficient effects . These can only be assumed to be 
negligibl e in very dilute sol utions . 
The values of KA can be seen to decrease monotonical ly as the 
chain l ength of the sal t i ncreases . This may be expl ai ned by charge 
separation considerations . As the charge separation i ncreases the charge 
density o� the anion decreases , which causes a corresponding decrease in 
ion-ion interaction. A plot of log KA versus chain l ength , Figure 1 3 ,  
shows this trend rather effectively .  The greatest change occurs 
between the butane and pentane where the charge density i s  apparently 
changing its natur� from a delocalized charge over the chain , to two 
semi-localized charge centers. This seems to be an increasing trend 
until the chain length reaches 8 to 10 where the charges might be 
completely separated or acting nearly independently .  
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Figure 1 1 .  Log KA versus le [Magnesium Ethane 1 ,2-Disul fonate i n  Methanol ] .  
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Figure 1 2 .  Log KA versus IC [Magnesium Decane 1 ,  10-Di sul fonate i n  Methanol ] .  
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Tabl e V I .  Calcul ated Assoc iation Constants 
Mg (s·o } (CH ) 3 2 2 n l og KA KA 
n 
2 5 . 0370 1 08 ,950 
3 · 5 . 0 100 102,330 
4 4 . 8880 77 ,270 
5 4 . 6000 39,810 
6 4 . 5070 32 , 1 40 
1 0  4 . 4020 25,260 
5 . 0  
4 . 9  
4 . 8  
�<C. 
en · 4 . 7  0 ...J 
4 . 6  
4 . 5  
4 . 4  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
z [Degree of Polyrneri zatio�] 
F igure 1 3 .  Log KA versus z [Magnesium salts i n  Methano l ]  
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Table V I I .  Conductance Parameters 
Na2(sb3) 2(cH2 ) n - i n  Methanol - i n  Water 
n . Ao -(a Ao  -(a Ao 
2 107 .. 465 62 . 245 1 1 7 . 695 67 . 605 
3 · 1 04 . 1 55 58. 935 
4 102 .478 57 . 258 
5 1 01 .391 56. 258 
6 100. 200 54.98 
1 0  100 .090(b  54 . 81 
a )  A�a = 45 . 2 2 ,  A�a � 50 .090: i n  Methanol , i n  Water ( taken from 
b)  
Harned and Owen , reference 28)  
average val ue 
Mg(SO ) ( CH2) 3 2 n i n  Methanol 
n : : Ao 
� K  . .  
. A 
2 1 1 1 .25  1 08 ,950 
3 1 07 .94 102 ,330 
4 1 06 .26  77 ,270 
5 105.  1 7  39 �810 
6 1 03 .98 32 , 1 40 
1 0  10 1 .85 25 ,260 
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Frictional Coeffi ci ents . The experimental ly determined equivalent 
conductancesof the anions , Tab l e  V I I ,  were used to cal cu l ate . the frictional 
coeffi cients from the formul a 
r; = 96494 j Zll e  
300 . 1 
These values when plotted versus degree of polymerization, fol l ow a 
curve which increases to a pl ateau as the chain l ength increases to z=l O .  
By fixing the parameter r,;0 one �ay calculate the val ue o� r; for the 
Peterl i n  rod and bead model . Peterl i n  has calcul ated values of · r,;0/r;  
for values of z=l to z=lOO .  The val ue obtained from the graph , r;/ :'� 
versus i ,  Figure 1 4 ,  may be used to cal culate th� r; of the derived 
sal t ,  Tab l e  VI I I .  Agreement of the experimental ly  determined r; ' s  and 
those �al cul ated from theory are excel l ent.  Plots c f  ; ve��us .., �n,,. L. I V  I 
Z:experiment and r;theory ' Figure 1 5 ,  show simi l ar curvature and l i e  on 
nearly the same l ine. The decane sa l t  is  the only point which deviates 
substantial ly from the experimental ly  determined curve. Since the 
value of r;o was fixed using the A: for the pentane sal t ,  z=5 , an 
i ntersection of the two l ines occurs as wou l d  be expected. 
The ratio of a/b[hydrodynamic radius of the i th ion a to the 
i nterbead b] is representative of the strongest hydrodynamic interaction 
which requi res the el ementary spheres to be i n  contact. The choice of 
a/b = 0 . 2  or 0 . 0  has l i ttl e effect on the r;/t��  plot at such l ow val ues 
0 
of z[ l- 10] .  See Figure 14 . 
The value of e i s  a measure of the valence ang le  between the 
beads of the chai n .  se·e Figure 1 6 .  The cosine of th i s  angl e may then be 
said to be a measure of the flexibi l i ty or rigidity of the cha i n .  The 
value  of cos e = 1 .0 i ndicates the most rigid chain  whi l e  cos e = 0 . 0  
Vi 
t 
'° 
'° 
'° 
figure 14. 
80 
.s.. o b /tj 
10 - N IS 
, l 5 
f . 
f•o.i 60 
40 
, l 5 
I I ' I 
10 - N 1S 
Plots of �/�0 versus z as calcul ated by Peterl i n* .  
*Reprint  from A .  Peterl i n ,  J .  Chim. Phys . 4 7 ,  7-8, 669 [1950].  
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Table VI I I .  Frictional Coefficients for Peterl i n  Rod and Bead Model 
Na2 (S03 )2 (CH2) n 
n 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
10  
X 1 07 g sec-1 
z;exp z; 
Ca . 
theory 
.0496 . 0491 
. 0524 .0524 
. 0539 . 0540 
.0549 . 0549 
. 0562 . 0558 
. 0563 . 0530 
-A A exp theory 
62. 245 62 .89 
58 . 935 58.96 
57 . 258 57 . 1 8  
56 . 1  �6 56 . 1 3  
54 . 98 55 . 49 
54.87 58. 23 
-a)  a/b = 0 . 5 ,  cos e = 0 . 5 ,  fix a with Aexp from pentane (bond ang le  = 1 20° ) 
x 1 07 (g/sec) 
Na2(so3 ) 2(CH2 ) n z; 
(b  z; ( c 
exp z;theory theory 
n 
2 . 0497 . 0573 . 0404 
3 .0524 • 051 1 .0431 
4 . 0539 . 0573 . 0527 
5 .  .0549 .0550 .0550 
6 . 0562 . 051 2 .0566 
1 0  . 0563 .0344 .0674 
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b )  a/b = 0 . 5 ,  cos e = . 2  (fl ex i b 1 e chain )  (bond ang l e = 10 1 . 5 ° )  
c )  a/b = o . 5 ,  cos e = .8 (rigid chain )  (bond angl e = 1 4 3 . 0 ° )  
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Fi gure 1 5 .  Plot of � versus z 
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angle 
Figure 1 6 .  Pictorial Representation o f  Peterl in  Rod and Bead Model . 
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indicates a maxium flexi b i l i ty i n  the chai n .  The cos e = 0 . 5  indicates 
�n intermediate s i tuqtion correspondi_ng to a moderate barrier of rotation. 
Plots of � versus z for cos e = 9 . 2 ,  �igure 1 7 ,  and cos e = 0 .8 ,  Figure 18 ,  
have been made uti l i zing the same ctiteria as above. For the plot, 
cos e . = 0 , 2 ,  it is  eas i ly  seen that this does not adequately describe the 
behavior of the frictional i nteraction for the long chain decane sal t .  
This i s  sati sfying s ince one would  not predict this molecule to be 
extremely flexibl e ,  though some coi l ing of the chai n  would  be expected . . 
For the plot when cos e = 0 .8 ,  a dev iation above the experimental l i ne 
i s  seen i n  the decane· sal t.  Comparison of this value with that of the 
plot for cos e = 0 . 5  wou ld  l ead one to "guesstimate" that the true 
cosine value wou ld  be approximately 0 .65  to describe the decane sal t 
frictional coefficient adequately. This would correspond to a valence or 
bond angle  of about 1 31 °C .  A better approximation of the decane might be 
a rod l i ke model which would a l so a l l ow coi l i ng .  
Note that the values of  s for the smal l er homologs of the series 
do not vary as greatly with change in bond angl e as the decane sal t.  Thi s 
i s  as expected s ince coi l i ng does not pl ay an important part until the 
chain attains a l ength of five. The greatest deterrant to coi l i ng at 
l engths z = 5 and 6 wou l d  possibly be the highly negative charge i n  the 
region of the bul ky sul fonate groups . 
An al ternate theory might be used to cal culate - � · - , the Perrin 
rigid el l i psoid model . The val ue of a '  [semi-minor- axis] was fixed 
uti l i z i ng the � . for z = 5 .  The value of b '  [semi-major axis] experiment 
was determined by measurements on accurate H irschfelder model s .  The 
distances are l i sted in Table  I X .  Once the a '  parameter i s  calcul ated , 
a series of � may be obtained, Tabl e X .  A plot of � versus z ,  
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Table I X .  Measured Lengths o f  Polymethylene a ;w-Di su l fonates 
Na2(so3) 2(cH2) n 
. .  - · . . . 
X 1 0-s cm. 
41 
n a '  meas 2b'  (center of so3group) 
2b I .. (end of mol ecul e )  
2 2 . 5  5 . 0  7 . 3  
3 2 . 5  6 . 5  8 . 5  
4 2 . 5  7 . �  1 0 . 0  
5 2 . 5  9 . 0  l l . 4  
6 2 . 5  1 0 . 5  1 2  .a· 
1 0  2 . 5  1 6 . 5  1 9 . 8  
Tabl e X .  Frictional Coefficients for Perrin Rigid  El l ipsoid Model 
Na2(S03)2 (CH2 ) n X 107  (g/sec) 
n r,;exp z;theory 
2 .0491 " - - -- -
3 .0534 1 . 1 280 
4 . 0539 . 0642 
5 .0549 . 05p0 
6 . 0562 .0434 
1 0  . 0563 . 0355 
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Figure 1 9 ,  shows that there i s  no correlation of data and theory. Thi s 
theory finds i t s  appl i cation i n  r i g i d  systems of bolafonn el ectrolytes 
as has been suggested previous ly.  
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Fi gure 1 9 .  Plot of � versus z ,  Perrin Rigid  El l i psoi d Model . 
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SUMMARY 
1 .  Detenni nation of Frictional Coefficients . The val ues of the 
frictional coefficients cal cul ated from experimental parameters and those 
calcul ated from the Peterl i n  rod and bead model agree exceptional ly wel l .  
I t  i s  poss i b l e  to predict accurate val ues for mol ecules of thi s  type 
uti l i zi ng this model . The rigid el l i psoid model of Perri n showed no 
correl ation to experimental l y  detennined frictional coeffi cients. 
2. Unsymmetrical Data Treatment .  The sodium a ,w-polymethyl ene 
disulfonate sal ts under i nvesti gation , were found to be nearly 
unassociated i n  methanol . The equation of Murphy and Cohen did  not 
adequately describe the behavior of these el ectrolytes i n  th i s  range of 
concentration.  The Onsager l imi ting l aw was used to detennine A val ues . 
0 
3 .  Symmetrical Data Treatment. The magnesium a ,w-polymethylene 
d i s u l fonates were found to be greatly associ ated in methanol . The extent 
of association cou l d  not be calcul ated uti l i zing the Murphy-Cohen or 
Fuoss-Onsager equations .  Therefore, A0 val ues were cal cul ated uti l i zing 
+ -known A and A values . The val ue- of K
A 
for each species was deter-
mi ned uti l i zi ng s impl e  graphical techn i ques . I t  was found that as the 
chai n  l ength i ncreased the association constant became sma l l er. Thi s 
trend i s  due to the charge density on the mol ecul e decreasing as the 
charge separation i ncreases. 
Proposal df Future Investigations 
A continuing program of research of the behavior of non-ri g i d  
bol afonn el ec�rolytP.s i n  sol ution may be proposed on the bas i s  of this 
50 
thesi s .  
1 ,  The conductance of the sal ts · which are prepared i n  this 
thesis  shou ld  be detennined in  water. This wou ld  a l l ow the properties 
of the sal ts , especia l ly  the magnesium, to be detennined wi thout any 
i nterference from � ton association.  
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2 .  Conductance data coul d  be detennined for these salts in  
sol vents which a l l ow one to vary the d iel ectric constant such as 
dioxane-water mixture or ethylene glycol and glycerol i n  which vi scosity 
effects vary. 
3 .  The sodium and magnesium salts of the heptane, octane and 
nonane may be prepared and the behavior i n  solution detennined i n  a 
simi lar manner to this i nvestigation. It wou l d  al so be very i nstructive 
to increase the chai n  l ength to z = 1 5  or hi gher. Thi s  would  indicate 
whether a "l imiting'' conductance cou ld  be reached irr which l i ttle  
variance between successive homologs would  be  noticed. This  could l ead 
to a fundamental knowledge and possibly enabl e  one to predict properties 
of more complex polyelectrolytes , both synthetic and those occuring in 
l iving organi sms. 
APPENDIX 1 
THE MURPHY-�OHEN EQUATION FOR 
UNSYM�ETRICAL , N-M, ELECTROLYTES 
The equation i s :  
A =. A0 - S V[ + E ' Cl nC + J ' C  
Where S = aA0 + B: 
_ q2 Kflf ab _ 2 . 8012  x 106  tz/z�l w�2 a - 3(l+q) - (l+q)(D 3 z 
' 
_ re K/ IC Cl z1 I + I Z2 I ) B - 1 ,798 . 55nn 
B = 4l234(IZ, I + lz,p-w� 
� n(DT)% 
q2 = lz1 i. l z 2 I  x (?.Y + lo) (IZ1l+IZ2I) < I Z ' I A0 + Ii 1 ,. 0 )  1 1 2 2 
b _ 1z 11z21e:-2 _ 1 6 . 7098 x 1 0-41z1z I a - �kT - (DT) 2 
·�I /ft _ 0 • 5Q 2 91 5 X 1 0 � 0 /W" 
� n. . .  (DT)% . 
w = (v1Zi +v2Z�)  
E 1 _ (q Kab )2 1 - 1 2C 
E ' _ dbB 2 - T67C' 
tl '  = a 'A0 + cr '  l 2 
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o ' :r 2E' [ l n� + f(q) + 1 ( b ) ]  l l YI.. � 
1 1 544314 - 69 + l 5g2+ 2lg3"' 1 39'+- 35ct+ 696 fl (q) = 
• 
12q2 ( 1  + q } (l  - q2)  
+ 2-q2 (1 -q2) l -2g2 ( 1  q2 ) 2 2(1-q1) l n (2+q) + 1 _ q2 l n ( l +2q) 1 2q2 ln ( l+  q )  
c1z1-1z 1 ) 2  , 2q2 . 3 - 2 Z1Z2lt1-q2) [3 - .,-:qz-l n2+q J 
1 1 ( b )  � [[e
b (23b2 + 9b + 12 )  - 6b3- 8b2- 9b - 1 2]/18b3- Ei (b ) ]  
53 
o2 = l6E ' E-�E..u_fz l�2t q2J 1 n K�· + q2[f2 (q) + i 2 (b) JJ 
1 8q + 61g2 + 2193 - 6 g4 f 2 ( � ) = 48q2(1+qj + [ (45q + 4q2 - 2q3 - q5 ) l n ( l  + q) 
l ,, ( b )  = L 
-4(1+92 ) ( 1 -q ) l n ( l -q) - (8  + 49 + 8q2 + 8q3 + -cf ) l n (2+9) 
+4( l+q2 ) (2-q ) l n(2-q) ]/8q3 - 0 . 5772157] 
[-�- + %E . (h) + [eb(-5b2- 36b'+ + 3Qb3 +30b2 - 1 8b · _ 35 + 5b4 q . P  , 
t 45b3 + 6b2 + 54b +36]/1 08b5 '+ l �*(b )  . - q2 I z z I s 
- (!�2jz�i�\l (o . 5112151 + l n3 + o . 1�6�6667 - lnb l  
- ��7�ob4 [eb(b4 + 5b3 + 3b2 - 1 2b + 6 )  - 9�4 - 3b3+ 6b2 + 1 
6b - 6]] 
APPENDIX 2 
. 
COMPUTER PROGRAM [FORTRAN: IV] 
MURPHY-�OHEN EQUATION DATA 
TREATMENT 
APPENDIX 2 THE MURPHY��QHEN EQUATION FOR . - - . 
UNSYMMETRICAL ELECTROLYTES . . 
DIMENSION (3C ) ,Q{30') ,QP(30} ,PQ(30'} ,DELQ(30) ,AM(20) ,ABCAP{30) 
10 READ(5 ,100} N , (AN (I } , I=l  , 1 9 )  
1 00 FORMAT(I2 , 1 9A4) 
AN=N 
IF (N )  1 000 ,1000 , 1 05 
1 05 READ(5 , 1 1 0) D ,ETA,T 
1 1 0  FORMAT(F6 .2 , F6 �6 , F6 . 2 )  
DT=D*T 
READ(5 , 1 1 5 )Z1 ,Z2 ,QZ ,QZ1 
1 1 5  FORMAT(2Fl . 0 ,2F6 . 3 )  
READ ( 5 , 1 20) ( C ( I ) , I=l ,N }  
1 20 FORMAT( 12F6 . 4) 
DO 125  I=l , N  
C ( I ) =C ( I ) *l . E-4 
READ(5 , 130 } (Q ( I } , I=N) 
1 30 FORMAT(12F6 . 3 )  
IF(Zl -Z2) 1 3 5 ,  1 40 ,  135  
1 35 GNUl=Z2 
GNU2=Z1 
GO TO 200 
1 40 GNUl =1 . 
GNU2=1 . 
200 WW=SQRT(0 . 5*(GNUl *Zl *Zl +GNU2*Z2� Z2 ) )  
CAP=0 . 50291 5El O*WW/SQRT(DT) 
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PHl=l6 t 7098E�4*Zl*Z2/DT 
Al l =AN 
. . 
DO 210  J=l ,20 
QS=SQRT(Zl *Z2*QZ/ ( (Zl+Z2}*(Z2*QZl+ZQ*(QZ-QZl ) ) } )  
ALPHA � 2 .801 2E6*Zl *Z2*WW*QS*QS/ ( ( 1  .+QS}*(DT**l . 5 ) )  
. . 
BETA =41 . 243*(Zl+Z2}*WWt(ETA*SQRT(DT} } · 
EP1 =(QS*CAP*PHI }**2/ 12 .  
EP2=CAP*PHI*BETA/ 1 6 .  
S=ALPHA*QZ+BETA 
EP=EPl*QZ-4.*EP2*(QS*QS+(Zl -Z2)**2/(Zl*Z2 ) )  
PPQZ<:QZ 
A12=0 .0  
Al3=0 . 0  
A22=0 .0 
A23=0 . 0  
00205 I=l , N  
QP( I ) =Q( I )+S*SQRT(C( I ) ) -EP*C ( I )*ALOG(C( I ) )  
Al 2=Al 2+C( I )  
Al 3=Al3+QP( I )  
A22=A22+C ( I )*�( J )  
205 A23=A23+C ( I ) *QP( I )  
DETD=AN*A22-Al2*Al2 
Ql=(Al 3*A22-Al 2*A23)/DETD 
AJ=(AN*A23-Al 2*A1 3) /0ETO 
IF(ABS(QZ-PPQZ) -0 . 001 ) 2 1 5 ,  2 10 ,2 10  
2 10  CONTINUE 
2 1 5  SUMDIF=O.O 
55i 
DO 235. I=l ,N 
PQ(I ) =QZ-S*SQRT(C(r} ).+EP*C( I  l*ALOG(C(I) }+AJ*C( r )  
DELQO ) =Q0 1-PQ (I .) 
235 SUMD!F=SUMDI'F+(PQ(I } -Q( 0_**2 
SDQ=SQRT(SUMDIF(AN-2 .0 ) }  
SDPAJ=SDQ*SQRT(AN/DETD) 
SDPQZ=SDQ*SQRT(A22/DETD) 
WRITE (6 ,900} . 
900 FORMAT(l Hl ;PROGRAM2--A LEAST-?QUARES FIT- OF UNASSOCIATED UNSY 
l MMETRIC ELECTROLYTES ,/ , 13X ,SOLUTION DATA TO A MODIFIED FUOSS-0 
2NSAGER EQUATION ,/13X,  "YO� GOTTA BE KIDDING"') 
WRITE(6 ,905) (AN( I ) , I=l , 1 9 )  
905 FORMAT ( 1 H0 , 1 9A4 ) 
WRITE (6 ,9 10 )D ,ETA,J 
910 FORMAT( ' SOLVENT DATA ' 7X ' -- ' 8X '  D= ' 5X ,F7 .3 ,8X ' ETA ' 6X , F9 . 6 ,6X ' T= 
1 � 5X ,F6 . 2 )  
QZ2=QZ-QZ1 
WRITE(6 ,915 )Zl ,Z2 ,QZ1 ,QZ2 
91 5 FORMAT( ' SOLUTE DATA' 8X ' -- ' 7X '  Zl = ' 7X , F2 . 0 , 1 2 X ' Z2= ' 7X , F2 .0 , l OX ,  
1 QZ1 = ' 5X , F7 . 3 ,4X , ' QZ2= ' 5X ,F7 .3 )  
WRITE(6 ,925)N 
925 FORMAT( ' MISCELLANEOUS ' 6 X ' - - ' 8X ' N=6X , I2 )  
WRITE(6,930) QZ ,SDPQZ 
930 FORMAT91 X/ ' O  QZ= ' 4X , F8 .3 ,5 X ' SDPQZ= ' 4X ,F8 .3 )  
WRITE(6 ,935)S ,ALPHA , BETA 
935 FORMAT( ' 6X ' S= ' 4X ,F7 . 2 ,6X, ' AtPHA= ' 6X , F8 . 5 , 5X , ' BETA= ' 4X,F8.4)  
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WRITE(6,940 } EP ,EPl , EP2 
940 FORMAT(5X ' EP= ' F9 . 2 ,8X ' EP.l = ' ?X , F9 . 5 ,6X, ' EP2= ' 3X , F9 . 4 )  
WR!TE(6r,:945 )AJ , SDPAJ 
945 FORMAT(4X ' AJ= ' F9 . 2 ,6X ' SDPAJ= ' F9 . 2 )  
WRITE(6,960)SDP,J 
960FFORMAT(4X ' SDQ= ' 5X , F7 .3 ,9X, 'J= ' 4X , 12 )  · 
WRITE(6 ,�65) 
965 FORMAT ( l X/l X/l X '  ' I  C ( I )  
l QP ( I }  KAPPA*A*B( I ) ' / l X) 
DO 990 I=l ,N 
ABCAP ( I )=PHI*CAP*SQRT(C( I ) )  
Q ( I )  PQ( I )  
: :  C ( I )=C( I )*L E4 
WRITE(6 ,970 ) I ,C ( I ) ,Q ( I ) ,PQ ( I ) ,DELQ ( I ) ,QP ( I ) ,ABCAP( I )  
990 CONTINUE 
DELQ ( I )  
970 FORMAT( l X , I 2 ,3X , F8 . 4 ,3X,F7 .3 ,3X , F7 .3 ,3X , F7 . 3 ,3X,F7 . 3 ,9X,F7 . 5 )  
GO TO 1 0  
1 000 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
JENTRY 
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